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Negative Ion ctins with PF5 and the electron affinity of PF5
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(Received 7 December 1993; accepted 31 January 1994)

Rate coefficients and produt branching fractions have been determined for 31 ion-molecule
reactions involving PF3 or PFM . About half of the reactions studied show an ion-molecule 4
association channel. NHj and OH- reaction with PF5 yields HF product. F and electron transfer ow l
channels are also observed in many of the reactions studied. Consideration of the efficiency of the
electron transfer channel in these reactions leads to the conclusion that the adiabatic electron affinity
ofPF5 is 0.75±0.15 eV.

1I RODUCTION data exists with which to compare the calculated EAs: the

In recent experiments we have determined' 2 (nondisso- relatively low EAs for PF and PF2 and the high EMs for PF4

ciative) electron attachment rate coefficients for a number of and PF6 are in qualitative agreement with the experimental

perfluorinated compounds, including PF5, SF6, ad SF4. evidence based on their reactive stabilities, and the negative

room-temperature rate coefficient for electron attachment to EA for PF3 is consistent with the fact that PF3 has never

PF5 is rather small (3.2x1-'0 CM3 S-1) corresponding to been observed. No data have been reported on the EA of

electron attachment in about 1 in every 1000 collisions, and
the rate coefficient shows little variation with :emperature in Gutsev,6 and Ziegler and Gutsev,' used the LSDA/NL
the range studied (300-550 K). The attachment rate con- method to alcula te the er s of SF,, and SF 6 =1
stants for PF5 are orders of magnitude below those for at- including elctron affinities. The EAs of SF, SF4 , and SF6 are
tachment to SF6 (which are nearly collisional and show little now well-established experimentally, as EA(SF)=2.285

temperature dependence) and SF4 (which is about 1/10th col- ±-).006 eV,8 EA(SF 4)=1.5_0.2 eV,9 and EA(SF6)

lisional and also shows little temperature dependence), de- =..05±0.10.10 By comparison, the calculated values are

spite the structural and electronic similarity of these three 2.19,7 2.56,7 and 3.44 eV,6 respectively. The EAs of SF3 and

molecules. In order to understand the energetics of the elec- SF5 have not been directly measured, but may be deduced

tron attachment, and possibly provide some information on from appearance potentials and measured bond energies;

the dynamics of the process, we have determined the electron EA(SF3)"3.8 eVt1 and EA(SF5 )-w4.2 eV."' 2 These experi-

affinity of PF5 . mental estimates may be compared to the calculated7 values

Gutsev3 has recently given the results of calculations on 1.84 and 4.79 eV, respectively. There is no experimental
the structure and energetics of the complete series of PFn value for EA(SF 2). Although calculated and expermental

neutrals and PF. ions (n= 1 -.6). His calculations utilized a EAs are in quite good agreement for SF, the calculated val-

Hartree-Fock-Slater approach, with a local spin density ap- ues for SF,> 1 are rather different. We thus conclude that the
proximation (LSDA) for the exchange and correlation con- LSDA/NL method should not be expected to give EA(PF5 )
tributions to the neutrals and anions, and a higher level of to better than 1-2 eV.
theory which included a nonlocal gradient correction to the PF5 is trigonal bipyramidal (D30),13 While ESR work14

exchange potential (LSDA/NL). He calculated the adiabatic and the calculations of Gutsev3 give the ground configuration
electron affinity (EA) of PF5 to be 0.97 eV at the LSDA level of PFj to be square pyramidal (C4 , symmetry), with the PF
of theory and 1.82 eV at the LSDA/NL level. Both of these bonds longer than in the neutral. The vertical electron affinity
values lie above Gutsev et al.'s earlier estimate of 0.7 eV,4  will be substantially greater than the adiabatic electron affin-
obtained using the discrete variational X. method. Gutsev ity as a consequence of the large geometry change between
found3 that PF and 1•2 have low adiabatic EAs (0.64 and ion and neutral. For this reason, as with the related molecules
0.77 eV, respectively). PF3 was found to have a negative EA, SF4 and SF6 , it is unlikely--perhaps impossible--for inher-
and the electron affinities of PF4 and PF6 were found to be ently more accurate photodetachment techniques to be used
quite high, 3.56 and 7.33 eV, respectively. All these values to measure EA(PF5 ). In the SF4 and SF 6 cases, however, the
are at the LSDA/NL level, and are uncorrected for differ- electron affinities have been reliably determined by charge-
ences in zero-point vibrational energy. Little experimental transfer reactions (or charge transfer equilibrium).9"0 In the

present experimental work, we have utilized charge-transfer

OUnder comect to Orion Intemstionsl Technologg Inc., Albuquerque, reactions (or lack thereof) to establish EA(PF5)=0.75-±0.15
New Mexico. Also. Dertment of Physics and Astronomy, University of eV.
Olahoma. PF5 gas finds applications in ion implantation and mo-

blAir Iome Geophysics Schoior. 1990-1992, also Depsalment of Chenistry lecular implantation doping of silicon with phosphorous' 5

end Biochemistry, University of Oklahoma. Present address: Depert a
of Cbaismy, 6-234B, Mshusmtt ntitute of Technolo. Cambride. and in intercalation chemistry1 PFs is an interesting mol-
MA 02139. ecule in itself; NMR spectra17 show five equivalent fluorine
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5= . ... manly because neat PF5 had a sluggish effect on the flow-
meter, but also to allow the flowmeter to be operated closer
to full scale (for better control and more accurate flow mea-
surement). The calibration of the reactant flowmeter was
checked by timing the pressure drop in a reservoir of known
volume connected to the flowmeter inlet.

1000 PF;Wc were unable to produce PF; in our high-pressure ionF source from either PF5 or PF3 . Use of a dilute mixture of
0 PFs/He (<2%) in the ion source led to no significant anion
pie. production, while stronger mixtures gave only PF;. Thermal

electron attachment to PF5 is inefficient, but is known' to
produce PF;, which then fluoride transfers to PF5 giving the

2 4 6 8 10 12 highly stable PF;. Therefore, we were unable to study re-
PF, concentration (1011 CMn3) verse reactions (i.e., PF; as the reactant) using the standard

SIFT technique. Instead, 02 was injected into the flow tube,

and PFs was generated by efficient charge transfer via reac-
FIG. I. Analysis of data for O- reacdon with pF, and the secondary ,,w- tion (1):
tion PF; with PFs at 300 K. The solid lines were calculated from Eq. (3)
with k,-9.7X 10- 0 

cm
3

s-1, k2 =6.2X10-'
0 cmss- 1, and a reaction O2+PF5-'+PF;"+O 2 , (!)

tine of 1.7 ins. and PF; was then reacted with various neutrals. The second-
ary reaction

atoms while electron diffraction'3 and IR spectroscopy' 8 give PF; +PF5 --+PF; +PF 4  (2)
axial fluorine bond lengths about 3% longer than equatorial
bond lengths. The explanation lies in Berry pseudorotation,19  was studied by fitting the PF5 and PF; intensities vs PF5

large amplitude motions of the F atoms which exchanges F concentration to solutions of the appropriate rate equations24

atoms over a time short compared to the NMR time scale. as illustrated in Fig. 1. The solid curves in Fig. I are given

The most recent calculation of the barrier to pseudorotation bY24

in PF5 is that of Marsden,20 who estimated a barrier height of 1(O2 )=10 exp( -kint), (3a)
3.8±0.5 kcalmol-F. Raman scattering indicates a barrier
height between 2.84 and 3.26 kcal mol-'.21 I(PFs)=Io[kll(k 2 -k,)][exp(-kint)-exp(-k 2nt)],

(3b)

II. EXPERIMENT I(PF;)=!o-I(O )-I(PFs), (3c)

The measurements were carried out using a selected ion where I(A-) is the detected intensity of ion A-, 1o is the
flow tube (SIFT) apparatus. This type of apparatus and asso- initial intensity of 02, k, and k2 are the reaction rate coef-
ciated techniques have been reviewed in detail.2 " Figure 1 ficients for reactions (1) and (2), respectively, n is the con-
shows a sample of the data, for the attenuation of 0j inten- centration of PF5 vapor, and t is the reaction time (reaction
sity as the PF5 concentration is changed. The logarithmic distance divided by ion velocity). In fitting Eq. (3) to the data
slole gives a reaction rate coefficient k=9.7X 10-" of Fig. 1, it is important that there is little overall loss of ion
cm s-' for this reaction at 300 K. flux. The reaction was studied with low mass resolution to

Anions were produced in an electron-impact ion source minimize mass discrimination error; the sum of the O2,
as in our work9 on SF4 , supplemented here by C,6FCOCH3 PFs, and PF; ion signals was constant to within 3% as n
made by electron bombardment from 2',3',4',5',6'-penta- was varied.
fluoroacetophenone vapor; CF3C6H4CN- from a,a,a- Other reactions with PF; reactant proved more difficult
trifluorotolunitrile vapor; C6F; from perfluorobenzene va- to study because yet another neutral reactant must be added.
por; C6FsCI- from chloropentafluorobenzene vapor; Br-, For these other reactions, PF5 was introduced into the flow
C6Fs, and C6FsBr- from bromopentafluorobenzene vapor; tube at an inlet 25 cm ahead of the usual reactant inlets, at a
F from iodopentafluorobenzene vapor (C6F5l- could not be concentration (4X 1012 cm- 3 at 300 K) sufficient to reduce
made-it dissociated mainly into C6Fs inside the ion the Oj intensity to less than 1% of the injected current, in a
source); C6FSCN- from perfluorobenzonitrile vapor, distance of 25 cm. Reactant gases were then added at the
C6F3CF" from octafluorotoluene vapor, C61F, ,CF3 from per- usual reactant inlets, and reaction rates were determined
fluoromethylcyclohexane vapor, F from PF3 gas; OH- from from the PF; attenuation. Identification of ionic products
water vapor; and NHj from NH3 gas. The PFs gas (Ozark- was more problematic, however, because of the presence of a
Mahoning) either contains a small amount of oxide impurity large concentration of PF5 in the flow tube, coupled with
or reacts with oxides deposited on feedline surfaces, as secondary processes and the low rate coefficients for several
POP4 was observed in the mass spectra on both the electron of the reactants studied. Mass spectra were obtained with
attachment" 2 and SIFT apparatuses when PFs was the source different concentrations of both PFP and the reactant gas
gas. For use as a reactant neutral, PF5 was introduced into the (e.g., 02). In each case it was clear what the major ionic
flow tube in the form of a 10% mixture in helium gas, pri- product was, but in some cases it was difficult to say with

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 100. No. 10, 15 May 1994
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TABLE L RA IuIIlm uI pad It branching fractiou for reaction of various ions with PF, at 30 KL The reactant ions are listed in order of electron
* binding -ou

Electron binding Reaction rate coefficient Calculat ed action Ionic -rdut
Reactan ion COMWy (eV) (l0-0ocm3 9 s) effiCicac? M%

Fe 0.151 5.7 0.62 PI; (65)
±0.003 FeFj (20)

FeFj (15)
Oi 0.451 9.7 0.85 WF; (100)

±0.007
A F: 0.52 2.5 0.36 PW6 (90)

±0.10 WF5 (10)
m-CF 3Cji4O4- 0.67 4.1 0.61 W,3.CF3 jiC~~N- (75)

±0.10 PFS (25)
PF6 (<2)

CSyN- 0.68 2-5ý 0.36 PF6 (80)
±0.11 WF (20)

o-CF3C*H..CN 0.70 4.0 0.60 PF5.CFg,*4MCN (80)
±0.10 PFi (20)

PF6 (<2)
PF3 0.75 6.2 0.85 PF6 (100)

±0.15
p-CFX4HICOr 0.76 3.5 0.52 W5S.CF3C4H 4CN (85)

±0310 Mi (15)
PV6 (<2)

NKj 0.771 18.01 1.2 NPF3 (70)
±0.005 HNPF4-(25)

HNPF2- (5)
C6FSCI 0.82 4.2 0.64 wFSCI (100)

C6y 5CF3 0.86 1.4 0.22 PF-(90)
±0.11 W~s.C#FSCFi(

C*FCOCHj 0.88 4.0 0.67 PWs.C6F3COCHj(l0D)
±0.11

SF6 1.05 3.7 0.52 Wi6(I OD)
±0.10 

10gC4IC31.06 5.6 0.93 Wi(00)
±0.10

SIW 1.107 54P 0.61 W3.-S%(100)
±0.008

C6FSCN- 1.11 1.6 0.25 PW5 .C*FSCN-(SS)
±0.11 PWi(45)

C6FSBr- 1.15 160.1 960.015 WF5&r(10W
±0.11

FeC0- 1.157 4.9 0.60 RFe2(75Y~
±0.003 PWI(25)

OH- 1.827 670 13.4 0.90 OPF4(100)
±0.000021

4Ij 2.7 5.6 0.83 WS.Cjis(100)
±0.2

1- 3.059038 '-0.05 -GO.007 WFSI(100)
±0.000010

Br- 3.363 590 0.86 0.10 W3BC-(100)
±0.000003

V 3.401 190 15.OF 1.1 Wj;(100)
±0.000004

C 3.61269 2.5* 0.23 W5C1(100)
±0.00006 

00SF3i 3.8 4.7 0.65 PF600
±0.14

'Elecuom bindling eegie (electron affinities of the corresponding neutrals) were taken from Ref. 25, except for Wi., (this work), SF,- (Refs. 11 and 12),
CF3CJICN- (Ref. 26). PeCO- (Ref. 27), C5Fs (Ref. 28). and C.FIICFj~ (Ref. 29).

bVxperimntaal rate coefficient divided by the calculated collisional rate. The calculation uses the classical trajectory paranmetriaton of Ref. 30 with a PF5
poledzmblit of 6.10X103' cm3 from Ref. 25, and a dipole moment of zero. An efficiency >1 simply reflects uncertainties in the measured and calculated
-a coefficints.

cAlso, I.7X 10-to cm3 a-' at 385 IL The product branching fractions were unchanged.
ACarried oust a a cente-of-moss kinetic energy of 0.040 eV to enhance signal strengths. The 300 K reaction rate coefficient is likely unaffected by the weak
ebetic fidapplied.

'Efectve binay rue coefficient measured in a helium buffer at 0.39 Torr (number density 1.25X 1016 cm-3). nne prsur dependence of the rate coeflicient
Was not stubd.e

tIeF als g era1e1 bar apparently ins secondary reaction between FeF2i and PF5.
alt Was n" possible to injec only CJC41 ecM s the ion sourc moss spectrometer would not reach 350 amu. Instead, all ions produced above about 300
agagmm w -r ijce; C6FIICFjcop3 sd90% of the four ions injected. The balance of primary ion loss against ion production implies that WF is the only

pdutfromn C*FuCF3+WFS. but this cannot he sated with certainty.

J. Chain. Phys., Val. 100, No. 10, 15 May 1994
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certainty that the product was a direct product of the PF5 TABLE II. Rate coefficients for PF5 reaction with various molecules at

reaction, or to rule out minor products or a PF; product. In 300 K.

presenting the results we will refer to these product ions as Reaction rate Calculated Terminal

"terminal" ions. For the PF; reaction with 02, a low (but Reactant coefficient' reaction ionic

fixed) PF5 concentration resulted in residual 0- surviving neutral (10-10 cm, s-') efficiencyi' produc
the entire length of the flow tube, but, significantly, no in-
crease in the O2- signal was observed as the concentration of 02 0.53 0.091 0 2 .PF;

C6F6  3.3 0.38 C6F6 -PF;
02 was increased; only the 02.,PF; ion was created in the C5 FsN 3.1 0.25 CF 5N.PFs

reaction zone. Only five reactions with PF; were studied PF5  6.2 0.87 PF;
because of the expense of the PPS and the difficulty in pin- CASCI 3.6 0.34 C6F5CI.PFj
ning down the products; except for the 02 reaction, these C6FsCF3  10.6 0.80 CFCF3.PF;

reactions with PF; were of no use in bracketing EA(PF5). 'Effective binary rate coefficient, measured in a helium buffer at a pressure

Certain reactions that might be of interest (e.g., of 0.4 Tort (He number density 1.25x 10"6 cm-
3

). The pressure dependence

PF" +CF 3CI 4 CN) from the point of view of determining of the reactions was not studied.

EA(PF3), were not studied because of the low vapor pres- bDefined as in Table l.
'For 02 and PFs, the product listed is the only ionic product. In the other

sUres of the reactants. cases, the ionic product listed is the most intense one observed, and is likely

The reaction rate coefficients reported here are estimated the direct product of reaction. However, because both the reactant neutral
to be accurate to ±30%. When more than one product ion is and PF5 were present in the flow tube simultaneously. it is difficult to rule

observed in a reaction, the branching ratios are considered to out minor products or a PFP product; see the text.

be accurate to within ten percentage points. Neutral products
were not detected, but may usually be inferred from the en-
ergetics of the reactions. The reaction of PF5 with 02 was studied over the tem-

perature range 303-543 K in order to place a lower bound on

Ill DISCUSSION OF RESULTS EA(PF5); the results are given in Table III. The 02 reaction
was favored over other possibilities listed in Table I because

Results of the present measurements for PF5 reactant are of the clear product picture for the forward reaction, i.e., O2
given in Table I. Also given are electron binding reacts only by electron transfer. Despite the experimental dif-
energies""'z25-29 of the reference anions and the reaction ficulties outlined above in regard to identifying products in
efficiency (measured rate constant divided by the collisional PF; reactions, it was evident that PF5 does not charge trans-
rate constant). The collisional rate constant was calculated fer with 02 even at 543 K. If we take the ratio of the rate
using the method of Su3° which uses the PFs polarizability25 coefficient for the PF- +02 reaction to that for 02 +PFS as

of 6.10X 10-24 cm 3. Table II gives the present results for PF; an upper limit to an equilibrium constant relating PF5 and
reactant. In Table Ill are given the temperature dependences 0j at 543 K, we obtain a lower limit to [EA(PF 5)-EA(02)]
of rate coefficients for reactions (1) and (2) and for the reac- of 0.19 eV.31 Thus, EA(PF5)>0.64 eV.
tion of PF; with 02. Combining the considerations above, we assign
A. Elecm tron r • channel EA(PF 5)=0.75±0.15 eV. The uncertainty is slightly larger

than implied by the discussion above because of the corre-

Electron transfer to PF5 was observed in reaction with all sponding uncertainties in the reference EAs, typically ±0.1 I
anions which have electron binding energies less than 0.76 eV, except for 02 [EA(02)=0.451_0.007 eV],32 and the pos-
eV (±0.10 eV), except for Fe-. For three anions with elec- sible influence of internal energy on the electron transfer
tron binding energies in the range 0.77-0.86 eV (±0.10 eV), rates. The measured EA(PF5) is I eV smaller than what is
only the C6F5CF3 reaction showed an electron transfer chan- apparently the best calculated value,3 and in fact is in good
nel producing PF;. No anion with an electron binding en- agreement with a cruder theoretical estimate (0.7 eV, Ref. 4).
ergy greater than 0.86 eV reacts with PF5 via electron trans- We assume that this agreement is fortuitous.
fer. Figure 2 displays the electron transfer efficiency
(branching fraction times the overall efficiency given in
Table I) vs electron binding energy of the reference anion
(EA of the corresponding neutral). Three data points in Fig. 2 TABLE lit. Reaction rate coefficients (in units of t0o 'cm

3 
s-') as a func-

need special note: those for o-, m-, and p-CF3C 6F4CN-. tion of temperature. The estimated uncettainty is ±30% for the first two

These three ions are structurally similar. The partial rate co- reactions. and ±40% for the third.

efficient for the association channel (overall rate coefficient Reaction 303 K 390 K 483 K 543 K
times the association branching fraction) is approximately O2+PFS-PF-+O2 9.7 10.6 11.2 12.3
the same for these three ions (3.0-3.1X10-'° cm3 s-'). The 5

PFi+0 2 -- 0 2 •PF; 0.53' 0.39' 0.21 0.12'
decrease in overall rate coefficient (Table 1) in going from m- pi + p--_pF; +PF 4  6.2 4.6 3.6 4.0
to 0- to p-CF3CýF4CN- is entirely due to a decrease in reac-

tdon via the electron transfer channel, which may be corre- 'Effe:tive binary rate coefficient measured in a helium buffer at the follow-

lated with the energy available for electron transfer. The data ing pessures (and number densities): 303 K. 0.39 Toir (l124× 10" cm-):
of390 K, 0.44 Torf (I.08X 10"6 cm-), 483 K. 0.46 Torf (9.3X t0'5 cm-'):
of Fig. 2 imply an upper bound for EA(PF5) in the neighbor- and 543 K, 0.49 Tort (8.7× 10IV cm-). Pressure dependences were not

hood of 0.9 eV. studied at the various temperatures.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 100, No. 10, 15 May 1994
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Note that the reactions of NH and OH- with PF5 are
characterized by the production of HF, analogous to their

0.6 reactions with PF3 and OPF3 .M

06 IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have determined rate coefficients and product
0.4 branching fractions for ion-molecule reactions with PF5

1and/or PF;. Ion-molecule association is observed in about
102 half the reactions studied. Amide and hydroxide reaction

-with PF result in HF formation. Fluoride transfer ana elec-
Stron transfer channels are also observed in many of the reac-

005 1.0 1.5 tions studied. Examination of the energetics of reactions vis-
EA(eV) 1 a-vis electron transfer leads to the conclusion that the

electron affinity of PF5 is 0.75---0.15 eV.

FIG. 2. Efficidncy for electron transfer from reference anions to PF5 . vs
electron binding energy for the reference anion (electron affinity of the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
c neutral molecule). The dam points labeled U we for m- . o-.
and p-CF3CHCN-. We acknowledge partial support for this work from the

National Science Foundation (NSF/EPSCoR-OU-88 and
CHE-9008860) and from the Donors of The Petroleum Re-
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o-, m-, and p-CF3CI 4CN-, fluoride transfer does not appear
to taKe place, but the secondary reaction of the PF; product 'T. M. Miller, A. E. S. Miller, J. F. Friedman, and J. F. Paulson (to be

to yield PF; made it difficult to rule out a direct fluoride- published). See Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 38, 1100 (1993).

transfer channel occurring at the few percent level. Fluoride 2T M. Miller, A. E. S. Miller. J. F Paulson, and X. Liu, J. Chem. Phys. (to
be published).

transfer is generally expected, since according to Larson and 3G. L Gutsev, J. Chem. Phys. 96, 444 (1993).
McMahon, 33 PF5 has the largest fluoride affinity known; they 4G. L. Gutsev, A. I. Boldyrev, and A. A. Ovchinnikov, Russ. J. Phys. Chem.

estimate it to be 85± 10 kcal mol- (3.7±0.4 eV). They also 62, 168 (1988), translated from Zh. Fiz. Khim. 62, 378 (1988).
chlorie aAn experimental EA(PFS)-3.5 eV was quoted in Ref. 3, due to N. Bartlett

showed33 that chloride affinities of perfluoro compounds are and B. W. McQuillan, in Intercalation Chemistry, edited by M. S. Whit-

-0.3-0.5 of the corresponding fluoride affinities. Chloride tingham and A. J. Jacobson (Academic, New York, 1982). p. 19. However,
transfer from C6FCF- (and Br- transfer from C6F5Br-) oc- the quoted value was in fact 1/2 AH estimated for the reaction

curs instead of F- transfer, presumably because the halide 3PF 5(g)+2e--2PF;(g)+PF3(g); i.e.. an "effective" electron affinity
based on the oxidizing ability of PF5 . No estimate for EA(PF5 ) can be

affinity in the reactant anion is much less than the F- affinity, made from this enthalpy of reaction. Similarly, the experimental bond

Association of F, CI-, Br-, and I- with PF5 is observed in energy D(F4P-F) given in Table VII of Ref. 3 is misquoted: it is actually

the present work; the reaction rate coefficients decrease a calorimetric measurement of the energy required to remove all five F
atoms from the P core, divided by 5 (see Ref. 20).

markedly in the order given, probably indicative of the 6G. L. Gutsev, Int. J. Mass Spectrom. Ion Processes 115, 185 (1992).
creasing halide affinities of PF5 in the order V, CI-, Br-, 7T. Ziegler and G. L. Gutsev. J. Chem. Phys. 96, 7623 (1992).
and 1-. A similar decrease in efficiency of halide association 8M. L. Polak, M. K. Gilles, and W. C. Lineberger, J. Chem. Phys. 96, 7191

is seen in their reactions with SF4 .9  (1992).
Asseen a eirrationschannel was active if 9A. A. Viggiano, T. M. Miller, A. E. S. Miller, R. A. Morris, J. M. Van

Doren, and J. F Paulson, Int. J. Mass Spectrom. Ion Processes 109, 327
reactions reported here. Indeed, the association channel was (1991); also, A. E. S. Miller, T. M. Miller, A. A. Viggiano, R. A. Morris, J.

generally the main competition faced by the electron transfer F. Paulson, and J. M. Van Doren (to be published).

channel; without association, our conclusion for EA(PFs) '°E- P. Grimsrud. S. Chowdhury, and P. Kebarle. J. Chem. Phys. 83, 1059
(1985).

would be more clear-cut. Association is probably a result of "R. N. Compton, P W. Reinhard, and C. D. Cooper, 1. Chem. Phys. 66,

the five-coordinate nature of PF5, as is the strong fluoride 2023 (1978). In this work EA(SF 3)=3.07_+0.2 eV and EA(SFs)

transfer channel that was observed. =2.71±0.2 eV were determined from differences in thresholds for colli-

It is interesting to contrast the Fe- reaction with PF5 to sional ionization coupled with the best estimates of EA(SF4) and EA(SF6)
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